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This theoretical peEer is\based on the premise that,
nearly, all people who enter therapy dO so, to varying iegrees, with
the wish (consclous or unconscious demand). to hAie dependent longing
end affectionalneeds gratified in the therapy itself. The conditions.
underand the extent to which, the therapist proVides direct. (

gratifiation are crucial determinarts ofthe cutcomeof therapy. '

While certain amounts and forms 'of direct gratification are helpful
and often necessary, too, -much and/or certain.kindsof gratification
may be d.estructive. The paper presents five rules-of-thumb tohelp
guide therapist decisions about whet to gratify what demands. An. .

effort f,,p made. to tcnnect the ruls'to clinical theory and recent
,research.,,The. rule-of-thumb foc1;is cn: 1(a) differentiating petween
paients, wants and needs; (b). a prcper therapeutic stance Vis-a-vis
'direct -gratification; (c) the use of, direct gratification in the
early stage of therapy; (d) patient characteristiqs severit of
disturbance and infantilism of ' demand ) tmodrating the,,
appropriateness of, direct gratiIicatio 'throughout the therapy.
(Author)
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GRATIFICATION: A PIVOTAL POINT IN PSYCHOTHERAPY

Charles J. Gelso
.

e
Research Report # 1-77

Summary.

This theoretical paper is based on-the raise that dearly:All people

who enter therapy do so, to varying degrees, with the wish Tconscious or.- .

unconscious demand) to have dependent longing and affectioaal needs grati-
-

fied in the _therapy itself.

.the therapist proVIdey'direct
. ,

. .

soutcome of therapy, '4r'hfleCertain'amounta'and'4rMs tdirect%grAification

, (;"
Thetc?nditibas under, andV.Ie extent-,to which,

- .

gratification are crvcial-diterminiDtssof the

at Helpfuf and Often necessary, too much and/or ce

,

tarn kindeof grad:floe-
.

.., .

tfOn'may be destructive. The paper presents fiveiulev-of-thumb.to help
. ..

guide therapist decsions aboutiwhen'to gratify whit demands, "An' effort is

' ..,
I

made to connect the rules to clinical theory and'recent research. The rules-

,af-thumb focuii on: (a) diffetentiating between patients' wants'And needs;

(b) a proper.thetapeutic stance vis-a-vis direct gtatification; (c), th4

u,

use- of direct..graXiTication in thi early'
characteristics (severity of disturce

.

.
-

,

stage of therapy; (d)1patient

and infantileness of demands) II
. i.

4F"

moderating the appropriatenes6 of direct gratifilation throughout they therapy.

4
I

I 4%

revidion of this paper will appeavin a 1977 issue of Psychothetapy:

Theory, Research and Practice.
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GRATIFICATION: A PIVOTAL POINT IN PVCHOTBEWY

Charles J. Gelso 1

University of Maryland

College , Maryland 20742

It is the premise of this paper that the wish and indeed the demand t8"

dependent longings and needs for affection gratified occurs in nearly

all psychotherapies.
2 That is, the patient exhibits; subtly or eiplicitly,o

demands, expectations, wishes, etc.
3
for the therapist to'love.and take tare

of .him /her in the therapy, situation itsela-. Howshould such feelings be

treated? Apart from a fet, forms of therapy which posit gxplicit rules, lit= -,,

tle of'a definitive nature is written abouttfie Conditions under which the'

therapist shout A provide direct gratification,.i.e directly show love, af=

fection, ett. and take care of the patient.
, .

The clearest`statement on this matter exists in classical psychoannly-

tic theory. Freud noted very, explicitly that..."Analytic treatment should be

carried through ae

(1919, p. 162)."

tar as possible, under privation, - in a state of abitinence

The classical position is that when wp give r-to patients'

requests for such gratification, resistances are heightened to.the development

of insight into the sources of these neurotic desRanAs. Freud furthef stated

that..."Cruel though it may sound, we must see'io it that the pat.entis.suffer--
.

ing; to a degree that it is in some way or other effective, does

an end prematurely (p. 163)."

not come to,

-

In classical client7centoered therapy, also, itseems clear that the ther7

apist is not to gratify, at least directly, such demands. While his job id to..

provide a gratifying atmosphere (empathy,' acceptance, respects warmth, genuine- .

ness, etc.), the client-centered therapist's behavior consists predomihantiy
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(

Of reflecting and tumnarizing feelings, and of hone

of certain patient expressions on him, i.e., espe

are Obtrusive to the movement of theSpy. . To t
. r

adhered to, neither the classical client-cente
,

.

ana*st (or,analytic therapist) gmits positive feelings toward the patient,

tly disclosing the effect .

sally when these expressions

extent that the "rules" are

d therapist,nor the classical

attempts physically or verbally Co soothe the distressed patient, gives sugr

gestions,,teassurances, etc. in response to the patient's req94sts or demands

for such. .

. .

When weMove away from these two.theoretical positions, or at least qtrict

adherence to them, the water gets muddy indeed. Therapeutic orientations such

as Gestalt therapy, transactional analYsig, the rieties of humanistic therapy,

rational-dmotil,e therapy, primal therapy, etc. posit no "rules" on this matter.

The literatures of these "schools" apPeato have ignored FreudYs rule of ab-

stinence. Yet when one.scrutinizes those literatures it is usually most un-

clear what gets gratified, the conditions under which the above-notid needs are

4

gratified, or even when gratification is, in fact, occurring. For example,

Kopp (1973),

thumb in the

a humanistic theoretician; tells us that his tactical rule-of-

initial.stage of therapy'is to "be where they ain't." Thus,...

ti,,.patients who are initially too hard on themselves are to be treated gently

and indulgently." This sort of strategy may 'reflect gratification of intense. ,

.

dependency needs that are protected from consciousness by patients' being "too

hard on themselves."

'Even within the classical

clear as they may hive seemed.

...

his famous riATe of abstinefide,
..

, k ,
. -

4r

. o

analytic framework, things have newer been as --

For example, in the above quote, whilepositing

Freud Implied that we should abstain ailjirLik.E1

)
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' /possible. nlsonome of Freud's own cases (the Wolfman being a striking exam-

%

ple) reveal intense gratification...to a point that woad be considered anath-
4

'ema to,many present day classicists. Still within the classical context,
4

.Greeneaii-(1967) notes that some.gratifications are absolutely necessary so that
e

.the painful work of analysis can proceed. Similar.y, Ferenczi (1955) believ4d

,

that- at, times We must 1.ndulge our patients so that they'may tolerate the "up-,

pieaiure" Of:insight and working through. Further extensions of the classical

position, are -aveft-mare dramatic. (e.g. , Rosen, 19,62) .

A Paradox
ham,

,

i As implied; the premise ofthis paper is that all people who are suffer-
,

ing and enter therapy dO so,-in varying degrees, with the wish to be,directly

gratified (loved, taken careJof) in the therapy itself. Yet if su

gratifillao much", he therapy Will

cause: (a> gratificatAd,

pede the difficult task of

(b) gitification tends to

wished are

not, have durable positive effects be-

. .7-

as suggest,eby:the',classicli'position, tends to imr '

acquiring deeper understanding and working through;
. .

foster dependence, on the therapy 0..e., exacerbate

the impulses that it feeds) and thus.impedes the crucial outcomes of separation

:and individuation., In egfect; the patient ietts sustained in_the therapy itself

..he/she getn.weekly, etc. shots in the arm and, as Freud worried, may exchange

the wish to be cured for the wish to be treated.
, ,

.-...

Yet there are instances in each and every, eherapy case (including anal-
, 7

-'yais) where direct gratificatiOn is appropriate, helpful, and even necefitiary
.

to the continued progress of therapy., By direct gratification I mean responses

beyond those usually thought, of as necessary to the development of a safe,

considerate, Understanding climate.;- Some salient examples of direct gratifica-

tions are giving encouragement and reassurance, making suggestions, telling,a

,4

o
4

.



-
patient you caie,,allowing extra sessions, physically,touchEhg a patient.. All',

t . .
.

. , these, forms of gratification, to varying degreee,Attst.be'dispensed with cau-
A a

tion...but nonetheless most of them areimportant.tO the success of therapy:

4

.. .

Thus,. the, paradox is that while certain doses pf direct gratificatloh are help-'
4 ..*

fug, at.times.necessary; too large.a dose.oi too many- doses or_certain kihds of
- ....

doses (with this or that patient) are damaging. In essence, the conditions un-

der and the extent to which gratification occurs are crucial in deteinaning the

nature and quality of' the outcome of therapy. )

When to Gratify: Some Rules of Thumb.

4
The present sectiOn-elithis paper will explore sonfe.central issues revolvr

,ing around gratification And propose certain rules of thumb which -T have found

helpful in guiding decisions about when to gratify' hat demands. By rules of

,

...

thumb I mean rules based on experience and practice rather than on scientific
.,

knowledge. When poisible, I shall attempt to connect the.rules to theory and
* 4*

research.

Needs and Wants
.

r
and-crucial step in deciding whether to gratify a particular

demand, and in formulating how gratifyingto be in general in a given therapy,

is to get a handle on whether the patient wants gratification o needs

Most demands for gratification are attempts at reducing anxiety nd, to a some-.

what lesser extent, to eliminate genetically based sources of anxiety, e.g.,
C.-

to eliminate introjected bad mother objects in the case of many people suffer-
,

ing from schizoid disorders( cf. Guntrip, 1968, 1971; Jacobson, 1964). While

r

the patient may want adviie, an open admission that the therapist cares, etc:

in order-to feel better, what he/she needs is the'kind o deeper understanding
e

that teaches him/her how to get appropriateextra-'therapy sat/factions (and

the corrollary of this...what stops the patieht from getting these).,

A
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A case that exemplifies the above points involved a therapist trainee'who,
entered therapy with me because of repeated depressions. This person pre-
sented a picture of persistently law self esteem which manifested-itself
interpersonally through a tendency to withdraw, oversensitivity to rejec-1
tion and strong expectations for rejection. Along with self-esteem pro-
blame, this perdon's character structure reflected high degrees of depen-
dency and ambivalence so characteristic of depression prone persona (see
Nemiah, 197.3).4 In the,therapy, there was a continuing struggle tq ob-
'tain from, me what she had always felt deprived of from mother and from
others. She felt I was cold and uncaring if I remained silent when she
Was distressed, when-I refused to hold her hand. or actively sympathize
with her difficulties,' and the like. At the same time, I felt positive7'.
ly toward this patient and d1 find the therapy rewarding...I by and
large did not feel cold and rejecting. There was rough evidence in the
therapy that the patient's perceptions reflected a sort'of generalized
transference, i.e.., they 'accurately captured some 9f the early depriva-
tions with mother which were inaccurately repeated and projected in cur-.
rent relationships inigeneral. At the same timehe patient and Igwere
,able to: form a,sound working, alliance early in the therapy and I always
had the sense that there was more strength in this person than she was
able to accept, e.g., she was veryloright and perceptive as well as in-
sightful and hard-working; her coping skills in a varietyoof situations
were quite good. e Thus...Ifelt she had the strength to struggle through
her demands for supporilOnd come to grips with and resolve some of the
deeper -conflicts that generated many of her, symptoms.' In essence; while .-
IWas acutely aware of this personIs wish for direct support, I had the
enduring sense that she could get more from therapy., ,A turning point
in the therapy, occurring toward the end of the second yearend ,corres-
ponding with considerably improved functioning outside therapy, was the.
patient's expression of'a belief that I,was-being empathic with her but
she was only beginning to be able toureceive" the empathy she-so ;

tensely sought.

Offenkrantz and Tobin (1974), indiscusaing sopg principles of psycho-

, analytiatherapy, shed light on how the therapist might proceed wheq he/she

'judges that the. patient wants 'but does not need certain gratifications. They.
0

point out that many patients respond to the permissive atmosphere of thtrapy

with an upsurge of dependency longings'not accompained by the usual shame but

only by frustration when the longings are not gratified. Here it is very im-

,

portant for the therapist to acktowledge openly the unusual quality of the

treatment situation and the Special relationship with the therapist that makes

man5, kinds of difficult and intense feelings inevitable. It is crucial that

H I
Ale

7 4.
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the'therapis empathize with the-frustration the Patient.feels mrherese de-.

. .

i

mends are riot gratified.. howeFdr, : "the' *dependant demand' for explicit

gratification continues,, the indication is for the therapist to direct the.

differeniftime'and-place in the,patient's life, which id the

first aeep in making a transference interpretation (p. 597). "'
Yr/

,

A rule of, thumb here is that direcegratifitations should be provided

t'pnlY when they are really "needed" by the patient. "Nee* occurs'when the -
$ - . .

. .

therapist judges'that fragmentation would occur without the direct support (or
.. r

I . .
.

some other state'that is deleterious to the organism)- and /or when_the there-

4.

peutic or working alliance between 01 therapist and patient would be serious -'

ly. damaged by the lack.of 'gratification:

The Proper Therapeutic Stance ,

-Implidft it
/

this paper so far is that there.is a proper therapeutic

. t

stance or popture with to.gratifiGation and issues surrounding it.

Explicitly, the second rule of thumb is that the moat effective and workable

stance is to gratify as littleas possible. Thue,Ithe central task of the

therapist is.to help the patient Understand, make decisions, uncover, etc.;
.

the more the patlent Cand0..this on his/her own, without direct'support, the

bitter. Gratifications are best vieweel,as departures-(parameters in the psy,-

choanalytic sense) t amayat times by necessary nd /or helpful. When grad.-o ,

fications are given, it is important that eventually the _therapist and patient

explore their meaning--frterms of the patieit's -needs, deprivations, etc. It

-is also' important, in, this respect, that such an exploration be well-timed,
a

and timing here,usually means delaying until the emotional peak.or crisis, that

stimulated the demand subsides. Examining the basis of the demaqd too soon

I
y

\-\

9.
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can be, arid usually is, insulting to the patient...it defeats the,very purpose
. a.

of the gratification (i.e., takes away the needed support, disrupts the work-
6'

ng alliance it was intended to enhance).

The suggested stance implies tha,non-gratification should be the base-

--

line in therapy, and that.departures from it, i.

/

ratificatlon, shoull:p

.

justified. Hight this posture lead'to therapy tha is too non-gratifying?

.
Two factors miliwite against such an occurrence. First, it must be cle

a "gratifying atmosphere" needs to pervade the therapy, even though di

,gratifications are withheld or. given carefully. By :'gratifying atmo

at

'mean the establishment by the therapist of a climate of trust, acc ce; em-
,

respect, etc. These relationship variables needto be p

any tneoretical.persuasion IJalthough the specific manner

pathy,

spy of

n `her--
#

hich they

are - manifested would vary according to'the therapiet's.pereu , e.g., the

4 6

client - centered therapist may show empathy by consistent 16 d 4 re- .

lir

flections, (ala Carkhuff, 1969), while the analytic,therap

propeyly,timed transference interpretation:
r

111.'

A second factor militating againit the suggeste

---.

leading to a 'ttoo non-gratifying" therapy is vela

who gravitate toward the therapy profession, and

training they receive. Ampie evidence exists
. 1 '

,.,

seek advanced training in ccunseling and psy

nurture andtake careof people (Grater,

In addition, training programs in t

do so by a

utiC postur 's

kinds af'people

e of th current

tethat.people who

have trong needs to

; Patterson, 1967).

chelogy) usually, do

and therapy. Thus,not provide a thorough grounding in psy,

most doctoral students have not even

current training conventions sugges

rat

rule ,of abstinence, and

e",as a therapist are

ono

O
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I.
ito be active, spontaneoullY feelingfulf'self-discloiiiftg, etc. When these in

. t
I , 1 i .

vogue training.convenfions are implemented with trainees whotav,e strong needs
...,

.

. .

to helpand take ,care of people to begin Pith, ithdc implausible that the
/ ,

1 % .

.
auggesteOrrherapeutid stance would foster therapeutic behaviof.that pt7;too un-r I

t

gratifying, withholding, cold, etc.

Th'e Softentng.Phase

.1 have Said Viet the appropriate therapeutic stance entails -' gratifying, as

little as possible, and,thatthe'hatieline or frame -of- reference ahotild.he
t

fleeted hie non - gratifying Osture., In a sense, this position,isjdOnsistent
s

with Frei's rule' of abstinence. -Unfortunately, like that 'rule the position

says little ahout.the conditions under which gratification is,and is not desir-
.

'able.

t

One such condition is a. function of the, temporal point of the givAther-
.

apy experience. That is, it isoften crucial that the earliest phase of A tber-

apy experience be more gratifying than later phases and than bhe therapist's

:,general style would reflect. Thus, the rule of thumb here is that a softening
.

,

-.phase is often Vital to theestahlishment of.the(kind of working alliance that
I '

9

allows the*patierft to undergo later deprivations and not-jprematurely,terminate

ox stalematethe therapy.
Q.

Probably 'all of 'us have heard horror stories from patients about therapy
- .

s

experiences whert.the therdpist respondedat an absurdly minimal level right
. .

,, i

from the beginning of treatment. -The patient here feels he/she is getting noth-

ing from an uncaring observer. My'impression is.that in most such cases'the

therapist was:inappropriately employing a stance early tri.treatmeni that may

0 °' .
,

...,

have been productive later on e.g., after the working alliance was 'cultivatee

p

by such gratifying behaviors as making periodic suggestions, saying things that

clearly conveyed caring /liking, giving reassurances, etc.

V

1
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During this early (usually earliest) phase many patients seem to require

a lot%of gratification, more than the therapist is comfortable ingiving. While

this is often a "reftection, of the Severity or degree of pathology, that. is not

'necessarily the case. For example, some people have a.gbobit of mistrust for

the therapy enterprise itself (and there is mtuch in our culture that stimulates .

such mistrust) without,being deeply distdrbed paranoid $ersonalities.and 'the

like: Others have never learned fil;Introspection, which is partly but

.

necds-

' sarily painful, is a possible road to improved health. For still others, cer-

tain gratifications are reqUired early so that the patient builds up a sense

.
. , .

i'' of_confidence in the therapist s good will and competence. ,It is important to
,. , .

. ,, :... ,,,/
../;.

.

note, howeirer, that'eUch confidence is not established by the therapist being
, ...,, ,.. '1.% »

k.

too gFatifying: 'Wirt is required is a.fine dine, one that the therapist "intu-

,

fts","senses", ke.,'sta.well as understands through diagnostic, data. Finally,
, . * , _

, .. .

.

. a / . 't.
.

. certain types.ofysychopathology tregardless of,severity) may require,more early
. :

. ' 'gratification than others: -For example, patients suffering,from neurotic de-.
.

2

pression-an4ior thosewitha chronic depregsiOn-p. oneness seeivto need luch grat-
. . .

Ir.
. m
. .

, ,, . . , ,c. . .

ificatiOn it thisIsetiof,terar e to,Stay with therapy:
: %,,, , 0* .i 1>

k 1

Aspentionefl_earlipr, some theraPist ( e.g.; le.op 19;73Y believe that in '

*
0 .

s-

, ,
. . -

t4e ea rliest phase of treatment\.it is impOrthnt to "be,,where the patient ain't ".,.
. . ,

....,
yl , , .

.

-1..Airapist.This stance is. taken by-the maeim an effort, tocounterthe.patierit's P'Elth- 1\_,
.

.

it

r.

g.

. . i . .

logiCal style of beingmr r.,,elatini. While tte'4,ba wheretthey-ain't" phase is
. 4 . . , /, .

probably appropriate atsome point iri the therapy, 'with gany patients it His

1-.. , , ,'),.,2

3,,,, -, )_

Ineffective or. damaging fo begifl7the treatment with this tack. The fleet-to

s'

521(1ften 'em uP"befOre'ioil "be ,where theyain't"''increases as we maim away

from working,with "healthy

attitudes toward the value

44

neurotics".who begin.therapy with, quite positive t:

of the enterprise and-with What-might be called a

-
0-

4

vs

'7
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positive preformed transfereie to the therapist. The latter occurs when the

patient determines whom his /her therapist will be, espeeially when a' highly.

visible, well - known therapist is selected. 'This constellation is manifest

hosescommonly inprivite therapy. It is notable that the bulk of "everyday.
A . 4

therapy" is not private, however, but is done in agencies. Patients are less

. ,

often "healthy
.

neurotics" (in other words, idealtiaiients. . .young, attracpive,

Vevek;--intelligent, sensitive, not too disturbed, and with values. similar to
./ ,

. ,

their therapist's); and their therapist is assigned on a random basis with the
4 .. ..

patient having no advanced knowledge Of or choice4in wharktthe theraiiseshall

*be. .To reiterate, under such conditions it i7 often crucial.in the earliest

phase of the therapy to work hard at cultivating a working alliance; and an

important ingredient o f such cultivation is the provision of more direct grat-

ification than is.desirable as a general tack in the treatment. 1.

In. a sense, what I am advocating with some patients is a sort of- "pre -7'

therapy" phase where the therapist may need to gratify a great deal (even go

against his /her attain) to "get things going" and stimulate the patient's feeling

that the therapist is "on his side.'; What needs to be added here is that this

softening phase cannot last forever if the therapy is to go beyond being strict-

4t supportive work.
4

At some poiftt-,the therapist must begin "giving" less,

and this usually is a difficult time for thepatient (as well as the there-

pist). It is a good idea. to discuss frankly this change with the patient,

(

,since the change often stimulates feelings of confusion and rejec tion.

observation is that when the "withdrawal" of gratification (it need not be .

,

abibupt) is well thought-out by the therapist it seldom creates serious-pro-
.

blems and itself often generates important gribt for the therapy mill.

3

1

0

4'
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Beyondthe Early Phase: A Two-Dimensional Diagnostic Scheme 4

What abott gratification beyond the softening phase? It is proposed that

even after that phase, which may last from a few minutes to months, the extent,

and type of direct gratifications provided are critical moderators of outcome.

The points tilde earlier with respect to differentiating wants and needs; and

the proper therapeutic.istance apply also to work beyond the softening phase.

While a wide range of specific factors determines whether particular gratifi-

cations should be given, I suggest that two general factors shape or should

t.`

shape'therapists: gratifying behavior. These are (a) the severity of the

patibnt's disturbance, and (b) the infantileneee of 6e particular demand be-

ing manifested by the patient/

Severity of disturbance is a highly generic factor ipetf subsuming two

constructs. The first is a characterological construct and die' second a com-

binedbined situational end. characterological one. The first construct reflects the

patient's overall "ego strength." Ego strength has at once been a crucial

variable in personology (especially in psychodynamic theories) and an ill-de-

fined, variously defined, or undefined abstraction. Here I am accepting

Barron's 53) definition: ego strength reflects the person's degree of con-

: tact with reality and 'sense of personal adequacy, his/her psychological flexi -'

bility and coping ability, and his her capacity for spontaneity. The combined

situational-characterological construct is the "intensity of anxiety" experi-

enced at a.given.time. This construct is characterological for obvious rea-

sons; it is"situStional because situations external to the patient usually at

leasi partly determine it. Thus, the-patient may be in a crisis state (intense

anxiety) due to loss Of an external.object, rejection in a work situation,

etc. Now, these two constructs are juxtaposed such that they form a quality

4---
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or factor, here called severity of disturhanca,that is a crucial determinant
..;

of the appropriateness of a given gratification and the degree of gratification

A

in general in'a given therapy experience.
,r

Stated simply and linearly the rule of thumb is that the greater the sever-
.

ity of disturbance the more appropriate it is to provide direct gratification

df dependencyandalfectional heeds, This rule'applies both to moment-to-moment

decisions regardinglparticular gratifications and to the overall tenor of the

therapy. Thus, "being gratifying" is more appropriate with patients who are

severely disturbed, either due to situational crises Or characterological

issues, than those who are less. It is notable in this respect that classical

analysis has been viewed by analysts, including Freud, as the treatment of

Choice for "healthy neurotics"; and a recent observer of outcome, research ih

analysis (Strupp, 1973) suggeststhat one of the reasons that such esearthithas

.

not placed psychoanalysis 1 a favorabJ light is that patients have not beet

carefully enough selected.'

Freud (1916, 1917) suggested that mental disorders could be dichotomized

into the transference neuroses and the narcissistic neuroses. By the former

he meant the conventional neurotic disorders. The narcissistic neuroses, how-
,

ever, subsumed disordera'such as schizoid and borderline personalities, and

psychosis; Freud viewed these disorders as-nototreatable by, analysis, and most

Current analysts appear to agree (cf. Greenson, 1967). That is not at all to

say, however, thati3sychoanalytically-oriented or based approaches are inappro-

priate with these patients. Why has classical analysis been considered inap-

propriate for the more severe disturbances? The answer is highly connected to

the above rule of thumb; this treatment, above all others, attempts to deprive

patients of direct gratification from.t4e,analyst in an effit--to promote depth

4,:_bet
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insight. The "narcissistic neuroses ", the more disturbed individuals, tend not

to improve without the same kind of'gratification that inhibits deeper insight.

An important point of this wiper, and one consistent with those advocating mod-
r

ified-analytic approaches with' more disturbed patients (e.g., &rnjperg, 1975;

Kohut, 1971Wolberg, 1973), is that we need not, on the other hand, "settle"

des the strictly supportive approach that Freud recommended (that might last

the patient's and therapist's lifetimes, it might be added). One can be much

more gratifying than the classical analyst, but not'sogratifying that crucial

deeper insights are precluded.

The issue& discussed in the above paragraph pertain mostly to the charac-,

terological aspect "Of severity of disturbance", ego strength. The second as-

.

pect of If severity of disturbance" was labeled intensity of anxiety, and it was

viewed as having a strong situational as well as characterological component.

In the therapy of most patients, regardless of their level of ego, strength,

crises occur that stimulate at least moderately intense anxiety. Here again,
4

the'greatei the crisis/anxiety'the more desirable it is to provide direct

gratification It must be added that I am not advocating that the

k

rapist

41thgrshould take a gratifying stance during all or nearly all crises with is' /her

patidnta. At-times, paradoxically,.that would,be destructive; what is needed

is for the patient to work through the crisis :sad 'understand how and wheft he/

shy has contributed to it. This is especially applicable to patients whose

lives reflect repeated crises. The point is that intense anxiety and coire-,

sponding crisis situations are indicators that gratification may be appropri-

ate.

The second generic factor that determines the appropriateness of grgtifi-
,

cation was labeled the infantilenes. cf the affectional andor dependent demand

itself. It will be recalled that the term demand is being used as a shorthand

'1 6
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term encompassing such,inner states as needs, wants, wishes, expectations, etc:

This term is Elso used because at the deepest level these'states most often re-

present demands of the organism. The position here is that, dependeilt and af-

,

fectional demands exist along a continuum,,ranging from highly infantile to

mildly Infantile. Some degree of infantileness always exists, since (a) the

demands represent a striving to get something from the therapist other than that

whiCh is part of the legi"ate and explicit contract, i.e., the therapist and

patient never contract for the former td give love to and take care of the fat-
,

r

I
ter; (b) the strivings are rooted in tient's earliest and perhaps most

profound experiences and deprivations 4f the needs to be loved and taken care

of).

A partice ar type of demand also may be viewed as existing on a contin-

uum, from mildly to highly infantile. For example, the wish to 'have one's hand _

g

held versus that-to be cradled in the therapist's lap. Also, requesting a peri-

,odic extra appointment during an emergency situation is mpch less infantile than

requesting such appointments whenever one feels the urge. Additionally, demands
a

for physical' (i.e., developmentally pre-verbal) gratifications tend to be more

infantile than those for verbal gratifications. '

\\...--

-'he simple, linear rule of thumb for t1 factor is that the more infan7

ile the.demand the less appropriate is its gratification by the therapist.

Experience suggests that this rule of thumb is not a very powerful one in and

of. itself. It is most potent as it interacts with the'severity of diaturbance
.

factor. Thus., in the Aperinghtal-design-Sense, the appropriateness of grat-

ifying demands at a given level of infanttleness depends on te patient's de-

gree of disturbance. This sort of interaction notion is exempliffU by the
. ..--:--

ollowtng'contingency table.
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The table indicates that when we have patienti who are very distuibed, and

at the same time are "pulling for" direct gratifications that are not very in-
4.

fantile, the rule bf thumb is to provide gratification. The converse is true;

how- .with patients who are'not very disturbed (i.e., good ego strength, low

or moderate anxiety-no crisis) and are "pulling for" highly infantile gratifi-
- 4

cations.
a"

A few points regarding the table require elaboration. First, the question

marks underscore the lack of exhaustiveness of our two factors to determine
4e

whether the therapist should give this or that. Whether or not to gratify is

a deeply complex, topic; while the 'two factors are important inditators, they

only answer some of out questions.' Variables haying to do with the specific

situation of the particular patient with a given theiapigt really provide

"answer to the cells cOnOining question marks. ,Low revel generalizations

(those that acco t for a.modest Proportion of the variance in our criterion)

and low order interactions (only. two factors in this case) are best viewed as

starting points in mapping psychotherapeutic terrains. A'second pOint rh that

while such a two way classification mayprovideuseful rules of thudb, there

,is nq intrinsic reason why the continua/should be sliced into only-two levels.

Such artificial slicing is one way of appropriately simplifying phenomena, but

we do pay a price in theproceas, e.g., nonlinear relationships,Axe masked by .

-two level classifications.
,

Some, Research Evidence

What light does research shed'on the phenomena discussed in this paper?

It goes withoUt saying that a therapist cad provide- too direct gratifi-

cation of dependency and acfectionak demands. Virtually all theoreticians
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would caution against,, for example, always or nearly always giving advice or

1

'reassurance-when the patient manifests imp icit or explicit demands for such.,

' Thus, we have a clinical axiom...a universal accepted principle based on a

history otclinical.obaeryation. A question ihit is more open to debate,.and

a more researchable question, centers on whether the therapist should provide

any direct gratification, and hoW important thisthis to the success of therapy.'

Two recent clinical studies do provide some tentatiye and affirmative answers-

to these quistions,

recently completed 20 year study at the Henninger Clinic (Horowitz,

1974) yielded results that ran heavily counter to the classical pe;Choanaly-
,

t,ic ethos of that institution. thus-, in essence, the Henninger group expect-
.

ed that durable personality and behavior change would only result from the

uncovering of core unconscious conflicts (structural changes in the ego, in.

_. .

their terms), and at the'outset 9f their study little. expectation was -held that
*4

supportive aspects of therapy and analysis would produce permanent changes.
44 4

.

To their su
i
rprise, the supportive or need gratifying aspects of,therapy ap- 4

0a .

peered to be vital and related to durable changes two years after therapy

terminated, This finding was striking enough to stimulate a revision of some

vaunted psychoanalytic hypotheses aaut how Curable personality change occurs

in therapy. In essence, a Onsequence of the research data, direct gratifi-

cation (Horowitz presents examples of'very direct advice giving and'Counsel,

reassurance, and moreover, very overt parenting behaVior on the part of the

therapists and analysts) was viewed as appreciably more important, especially

5or the more disturbed patients, to the cutcomes of therapy'and analysis.

A second study is perhaps more significant because of the_more hetero-

geneous patient and therapist sample, as well as treatment procedures (ranging

from classical analytis on a private basis to once-a-week therapy of only six
.

.

rok
4
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r:L
month durRtion done at,an outpai4nt clinic). Strupp, Fox ?and Lessler (1969)

J.
fou nd that what was referred to *killer as a gratifying armOsphere'(empathy,

warmth, respect, attentiveness, etc.) was_quite important to patients' feelings.

that their therapy was successful several years after termination. This has

been
,

a fairly consistent research finding across a variety ofbetaTOes (e.g.,

Rogers`, Gendlin., Truax & Kiesler, 1967;. Truax & Carkhuff, 1967). A less ob.;.

vious result reflected the importanceadirect gratification. For example,

patients' percepticibs that therapists almktst lever gave direct reassurances

and wereMighly passive, an d patients' uncertainty about the thertpists' real

feelings'taward them, were pegatively related, to variables noted above as

crucial in establishing a gratifying atmosphere (again; variables, in turn,

related directly to outcome). Even more to the point is the reserclers' suir

mary, as follows, of important therapist factors in outcomes:

RThe composite" image of the "good therapist" drawn by our respondents is

thus that of a keenly attentive, interested, benign, and concerned listener -

a friend who is warm and natural, is not adverse to giving_direct advice, who

speaks one's language, makes aehse,land rarely-trouses intense-anger. This

portrait contrasts with the stereotype of the rilperscpal'analyst, whost-stance

is detached, who creates a vacuum into which Tgative as well as positive feel-

ings can flow, and who maintains a neutral though benign role.,.more a.shadowy
4

figure thanfa "real" person. (Strupp'et al., 1969, p. 117; italics added)

What the Menninger and the Strupp et al. investl.gatipn6 setw to tell us

is that direct ratification is an importanaspect of successful therapy. It

is ,a more important ingredient than had been previously' acknowledged by there-

-piste of a psychoanalv4c-persuasion, and probably of other evoca tive or expres-

sive'orientations. Going a bit further in interpreting the dEA, 'the Menniprf

ry
,

:eo
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study appears to.a.tIpport the value of one of the rules of thumb proposedin.

this paper, namely,,the greater the severity of the patient's distUihence the

more appropriatejt is to gratify dependent'and affectional needs,4 That, is,

the more disturbed,the patients in that study, the more likely were the thera-

plats ,c)- employ-supportive prOceOures...and the more successful was the ther-,

agy thus judged to be
h.

patienta_and independent raters. Finally, an exam-

ination of the patte !! f-coltrelations and the authors' observations in Strupp
a-

et al. suggests 'that the nivariate and liiear relationship:of variables tap-
.,

` ping what I call direct gra fication andoutcome is but'a modest one. As.im-

.4.

spaied earlier in this pap er,. are dealing with complex questions that may -'

,only Be "answered" by higher or interactions, and the cofrelptions between
_ .

'indices ofldirect giatification and outcome are usually not simple, linear ones.

Future emprical and theoretical inquiry needs.to AAa--ress itself to such comr
411.

plexities Some of the proposals, i.e., rules of thumb, in the present paper

are legit mate starting points.
, _ 44

In t e event that it is not entirely clear, the research discussed'above

in no wa imPlie6 that since direct gratification seems to be a good thing the

more of it that is given the better. Consistent with fiepremise of,thit

paper, the best interpretation of the research is that the patient must per-
! 4,1%,'

peive at least'a modicum of grattfication (varying with the phase of the er-

..

apr,-the particular patient andproblem situation) for the therapy to be as

successful as possible. Rigorous and consistent therpist abstinence probably

is more theoretically sensible than practically sound,

Conclusions

oz*

-I have sutlested that-in nearl?i all,therapy cases the patient exhibits

demands for gratification of dependent and affectional longings. The manner

In which such demands are,responded to by the .therapist41s crucial in deters

mining the 'nature and, indeed, the success ,f therapy. The therapist can
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' "give" too little or too much, and each of these errors contains a cost. By
e

9 way of summary, the paper predents several rules of thuib that should help

guide therapist gratifying behaviv. These rules, focus on (a) d ifferentiating

. .
between patients',,needs and wants; (b) a proper therapeutic stance vis -a -vis

gratification; (c) the use of gratification in theger*-stage of therapy; .

(d) patient caracteristics (severity of disturbance a4.5"infantileness'of, de-

mends) moderating the appropriateness of gratification thrOughout. therapy.

Research has only touched the tip of the iceberg-regardth$ this complex

'question. At%leas't two for studies appear to indicate tflat aireot

cation is more important and desirable than has been assdiled by the evocative,
.

insight oriented therapies. We know-tittle if anything to date, through.
P

research, about the conditions under which a given type of,gratification is

t
'helpful with a particular kind Of patient in this or that eype

o

of therapy.

Thew are a nutber pf'important issues revolving around gratification that

have not been illuminated in this paper. Whilg. space.limitaeions do not permit

elaboration, I would like simply to state certain of these issues in the form

'Of generalizations'ot -hypotheses that warrant further-exploration: (a) It is

the phenomenologyf the patient that ultimately determines whethgany given

therapist response is gratifying or not; (b) Often the press of gratifyirig.
6

one patient need (e.g., foi eggression),itself results, in the frustrAtiOn of

/

a complementary need (e.g., for affebtio n);.4(c) At, times a:patient may both want

and need certain gratifications that the therapist simply is tnable to provide,

,ve

4,4

e.g., the. patient may leant and need the therapist's ongOing presence for a

substained perdoime, while the therapist's life situation,4Stc. per-.'

.cludes that;

patients are

. c
(d) Some patients never get "enough" gratification .just as some

T 14Y
6

untreatable; (e) In contrast to the psychoanalytkp tenet that a

2

ix
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liven need must be frustratedqtather thgn gratified) for it td emerge £nto

consciousness, at rare moments direct pratification itself stimulates insight

(an exception that proves a rule?)

If there isa moral to the present story, it is that orthodxy will not
414

help us answer the complex questions explored in this paper. _The huManistic

orthodoxy which suggests the therapist should be spontaneous, respond lovingly

when he/she feels it, and the like just has too many_ pitfalls. So does the
- .

analytic orthodorxy that implies that thetherapist should be rigorously Wo-

o.

staining in a effort to promote depth insight. We can neither abstain at all .

_ ,

costs nor
a
act out whatever we feel.

0

J
P.
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'Contin able for Gratification
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, '

plus sign indicates that.gratification is appropriate, the minus
that gratification is inappropriata4 the question marks indicate
the two factors are not' sufficient to dictate a given stance-vis-

vis gratification. ,V

/
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Footnotes

lI am grateful to"Drs. Janice Birk,,David Mills, Stanley Pavey, and Howard
Silverman for providing thoughtful critiques of earlier drafts of this ihm.
I-am especially indebted to Dr.,Harold Eist for the intellectual challenge
and atimulatibn he provided during the time Iwas grappling with the issues
in this paper.

O

2
While the areas ofrdependency and affection are the foci of this paper, it
is acknowledged that other types of needs emerge anelfeek gratification in
the therapy, e.g., masochistic needs, aggressive needs, needs for attention.

3
The term demand shall.be used throughout this paper as a generic term encom-

possing such states as expectations, wishes, etc. The term demand.shaa been
selected as a simple shorthand term and because it probably captures better
than other terms the de2es,emotional state of the person. Thus, when the
patient "pushes for" affection and/or nurturance, it usually turns out to be
a demand upon deeper gxamination.

4
This is not to say that a strictli supportive therapy is not legitimate. At
times it is the only viable apprdach e.g., wren the patient is simply unmoti-
vated for work beyond support, when only a brief amount of time is available,
when the costs of longer-term work are prohibitive, when there is a chronically
psychotic picture, when the agency'promotes brief, supportive work,because of
long waiting lists;

a

5

a
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